Dental Fillings Coquitlam
Onlays and inlays are usually made from ceramic materials and are a more organic looking restoration than silver amalgams.
Their organic look makes them virtually impossible to differentiate from real teeth and are strong enough to be used in nearly all
cavities.
They are fabricated utilizing a reproduction or your own teeth, but not like amalgams which necessitate the deduction of healthy
parts of teeth, Inlays/Onlays require only the damaged areas of a tooth to be extracted. Procedures will encompass a few oral
health visits to finish, but when finished, the restorations should be capable of lasting for more than a decade.
Amalgams contain small quantities of silver and are frequently called silver fillings. They possess a mix of alloyed metals that are
fixed (amalgamated) together. Conventional silver amalgam fillings had been originally mixed with mercury; however, most of the
latest amalgamation resources do not have any mercury.
Amalgam fillings are often the favored treatment alternative for back molar fillings due to the amalgams capability to withstand
intense and recurrent forces. The normal force created from biting in the posterior jaw is approximately 170 psi. The amalgam
fillings begin as easily workable and soft material which may be formed into cavities, then they quickly harden to set up a very
sturdy dental fixture able to endure the stresses caused from chewing and biting. Specific tooth bonding systems allow for a
attachment between the tooth and the amalgam, which can limit recurring caries and seepage from forming beneath the fixture.
Metals being utilized in amalgam fillings are extremely efficient thermal conductors able to quickly direct both hot and cold all
through the tooth to help protect the internal portion or pulp from abrupt variations in temperature.
Composite resin fixtures have an organic and natural, tooth-like appearance which is aesthetically pleasing. These restorations
are mostly applied on anterior teeth, although many patients now desire to have composite resin fillings placed on back teeth.
Synthetic resins are made of a mixture of plastic and acrylic materials such as a polymer matrix, silicon dioxide, quartz, glass
ceramics and lithium aluminum silicate. Polymerization is a process by which the composite materials change from a plastic into a
solidified restoration. These polymers are capable of bonding to the tooth's structure reducing the potentiality of leakages.
The time required to complete a filling treatment using composite resins will depend on the sizes of the filling, yet fillings involving
just a single tooth surface might only call for 10 or 15 minutes. Treatments involving various surfaces of a tooth might call for more
time.

